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NULIA AND CWSI LAUNCH NULIA WORKS PLATFORM PARTNERSHIP 

Bringing Nulia Works Digital Enablement to CWSI’s Office 365 Customers 

Eugene, Ore. – August 21, 2019 – Nulia is pleased to announce a partnership with 

CWSI to include CWSI offering the Nulia Works platform, providing their customers 

with a unique bundle of Office 365 with Nulia Works digital enablement.   

The Nulia Works platform guides users with data-driven insights, providing 

personalized productivity skill development, engaging users to adopt lasting 

behavioral change in their natural flow of work. Going way beyond traditional 

training, Nulia Works is built as a new way to get users to continuously attain and 

more importantly use and maintain a wide range of digital productivity skills 

through the act of doing. 

CWSI is a leading mobility technology provider to businesses throughout Ireland, 

providing customers specialized Microsoft Office 365 solutions to improve mobile 

productivity. Recognizing the need to go beyond traditional training to help end 

users develop the best mobile productivity skills possible with Office 365, CWSI is 

combining Nulia Works digital enablement with their Office 365 solution. With Nulia 

Works, CWSI is providing customers a unique industry leading solution to help their 

employees attain, maintain and use mobile productivity skills so crucial to unlocking 

the full value of their Office 365 investment. 

“Nulia is excited to bring Nulia Works digital enablement to CWSI customers,” says 

Nulia co-founder and CEO Steve Zimba. “We recognize CWSI as an Office 365 

thought leader and mobile solutions provider in Ireland, and we think Nulia Works 
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is the perfect platform for ensuring their customers unlock the full value of Office 

365 while guiding end users to reach their maximum productivity potential while 

mobile.” 

 

“CWSI is focused on helping customers use technology to be productive while 

mobile,” says CWSI CEO Ronan Murphy. “We believe the full value of Office 365 is 

only possible by enabling each and every user to maximize their use of it. This could 

not be more true than with the mobile user.  With Nulia Works, we have found the 

perfect solution for getting users using while helping them develop sustainable 

productivity skills that will unlock the full value of Office 365 while on the go, each 

and every day, forever.” 

About Nulia:   

Nulia is a pioneer in Digital Enablement, getting users using their digital productivity 

suites. Our Nulia Works platform is the first of its kind in the SaaS productivity suite 

industry, supporting a system of measurement, personalization, and engagement 

guiding users to attain, maintain and use new digital productivity skills.  We’re 

headquartered in Eugene, Oregon and have our international operations based in 

Dublin, Ireland. To learn more, visit nulia.cloud. Join us in sparking the Digital 

Enablement movement!   

About CWSI: 

Headquartered in Dublin, CWSI monitors more than 350,000 mobile devices in 

Ireland and the UK.   

  

CWSI have been enabling organisations to adopt mobile working since the very first 

smartphones hit the market. They are unique in combining deep expertise in 

Microsoft’s EM+S product with extensive experience of enterprise mobility and 

mobile operating systems including iOS, Android and Windows10.  No other 

provider in the Irish market is offering CWSI’s combination of strategic advice, 

Microsoft technical capability and mobile security experience to such a large range 

of public and private sector organisations. 

  

Founded in 2011 CWSI now employs 40 people and has offices in Dublin and 

London. CWSI’s mission is to help organisations thrive in a mobile first world.  
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